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Five airlines
that go above
and beyond

TRAVEL

JANE MUNDY
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Singapore Airlines
I toured the airlines’ training facility
in Singapore, where flight attendants
spend 17 weeks in training (most other flight attendant training is about
5-6 weeks). In a mock-up business
class cabin a group of female flight
attendants in their famous two-piece
batik uniform — a sarong kebaya —
were learning how to serve dinner
with the correct silverware and glassware. And just like Singapore itself,
there are regulations for everything,
from hair length and type (no curls
allowed except eyelashes, where the

An enjoyable flight sets the tone for a great destination.

Air New Zealand
It doesn’t seem like a 13-hour flight
direct from Vancouver to Auckland:
you leave early evening, watch the
most recent blockbuster movies, have a good dinner and terrific New Zealand wines served by
very friendly and helpful staff, have
a kip and you’re there. Some seats
in economy are designated “Skycouch” whereby a row of three seats
are turned into “cuddle class” or a
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ing daily between Vancouver and
Amsterdam departing at 3:45 p.m.
and landing at 10:20 a.m. The baby
blue Dutch airline’s partnership
with WestJet makes it possible
for travellers from Canadian cities to connect with KLM flights. As
well, members of WestJet Rewards
can redeem WestJet dollars on
Air France-KLM destinations in
Europe, Africa, Asia and the Middle East.
And if you’ve saved enough dollars to fly business class, you are
rewarded with a KLM’s trademark
porcelain Delft Blue Miniature
House. Filled with 40 ml of Bols
Genever, these collectible items
are much sought-after and you’re
missing a house from your collection, you can “swap” houses with fellow passengers in the KLM Crown
Lounge at Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol. Drinks and little appetizers are served promptly after takeoff, including “The Flying Dutchman” cocktail that’s “a refreshing
and appetizing start of the flight.”

the friendly skies
doesn’t always have
to be a total drag

curled part must not exceed 1 centimetre) to nail polish. How they are
impeccably groomed after a 16-hour
flight is a mystery; I’m sure many
dishevelled passengers want to know
their secrets.
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FLIGHT CHECK: Flying

have fond memories of flying the
once-friendly skies. In the 1960s
my family flew back and forth
across the Atlantic on BOAC and
the glamorous airline “hostesses”
always took me and my sister to visit the captain in the cockpit (I vaguely remember sitting on his knee). He
logged the miles we flew in our little
blue books, a “show and tell” treasure at school. Next memory a few
decades later is Laker Airways and
sardine seating, and then there’s
Ryan Air. On a trip from Heathrow to
Provence at 3 a.m., our bleary-eyed
flight attendant, wearing scuffed
shoes and torn stockings, offered
lottery tickets (no hot drinks available) and asked if we could make
change for another passenger.
Since then flying has become a
total drag. Unless you’re fortunate
enough to fly on these airlines.
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small bed — perfect for flyers travelling with children.

Cathay Pacific
Cathay’s Premium Economy Class
is good value. You get much of what
is offered in business class, starting
with a welcoming choice of Champagne, OJ or water. Next round are
hot towels and amenity kit, blankets and pillows. The printed menu
gives you time to decide the three
dinner choices and the wine selection is decent.
It’s the little things that count, like
tiny tubs of Haagen Dazs served
while watching a movie. And there’s
more snacks on demand. The family
across from me was like “The Three
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Bears” eating their porridge: Pappa
had a super-sized carton of instant
noodles, the kids had small bowls
and Mama somewhere in-between.
I got serious shut-eye thanks to
a wider seat than economy and
a ‘fixed back’ design that lets you
recline without cramping the space
of the passenger behind. It’s also the
bigger things that count, from personal TVs to meal trays.
And ‘Travel Well with Yoga’, a new
inflight video program just launched
to help passengers ease into their
journeys with yoga and meditation
exercises and tips.

KLM
KLM keeps civilized hours, fly-

Hong Kong Airlines
Hong Kong Airlines soared into
YVR in June 2017 to launch its daily flights between Vancouver and
Hong Kong, and I had the good fortune of flying the inaugural trip from
Vancouver (YVR rolled out the red
carpet and held a party with the airlines’ ambassador Jackie Chan in
attendance). I seldom finish airplane food, but I ate everything,
from entrée to dessert. Bonus: Both
business and economy passengers
can stretch their legs and order a
cocktail at the SkyBar on this nonstop, 12-hour flight, which leaves
Vancouver at noon and arrives in
Hong Kong early evening (plus a
day). Good timing.
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